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Increased voter turnout creates runof
By LISA Bt'IE
TJ managing editor

"I'm very pleased," were the
words used by Elections Board
Chairperson Pam Williams to
describe last Wednesday's SGA
and DSU elections.
Williams said that 1,129
students voted, almost 50 percent more than last year.
"I think we had a great turnout because there was so much
competition in almost every office. I think all candidates did an
outstanding job," Williams said.

In the SGA presidential race, represent all people but, at the Donna Chapa.
there will be a runoff election same time, must have the ability In the election for Attorney
between Jim Coutsos and Brett to do so," he added.
General, Barry Price defeated
Smith March 6.
Coutsos said that he was Shawn Bradley, and for Public
Smith said that he was very pleased with the results. "I'm Defender, Ashley Byrd was the
excited about being in the excited about doing it. I've spent victor over James Dedes.
runoff. "I'm glad that voter tur- my years here helping people Craig Wilkinson was elected
nout was better than ever. The out. and they remembered that. Public Defender.
reason for that was maybe more They didn't prejudge me In the DSU Presidential elecmotivation on the part of the because of lack of experien^1. I tion, Lane Bembenek and Ann
students and more people orien- think it proves that people Mary Carley will square off
ted campaign strategies," Smith believe in my idea of unity; Wednesday in a run-off election.
said.
they're coming together," Cout- Karen Bedenbaugh was elected
"The people are the main sos said.
DSU vice-president.
thing. We've got to have a Bryan Grant won the vice- Carley expressed her thanks
president who wants to presidential election defeating to students, saying she "was

really happy that I had that
much support, and I hope I'll
have even more support in the
runoff."
"I'm really glad to be in the
runoff, although now I have
another week of campaigning.
Ann Mary is a tough opponent,
so I'll really have to get to
work," Bembenek said.
"Whatever happens, Lane and
I will both be with Dinkins next
year. It's our friendship and
working relationship that's most
important," Carley said.

SAhnsonian
ROCK HILL, SOUTH.CAROLINA

Economic impact study
effects York County
By JEFF COLEMAN
TJ staff writer
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Griffin saves student
By SUSAN SMITH
TJ editor

By working with the housing
staff and coaching women's
soltball both for five years.
Griffin has gained first-hand
experience working with students.
He
com
mented, "Expedience was the
key. If it could all be done over. I
wouldn't change or arid
anything." Griffin also added.
"The resident life staff (RD and
RA's) kept things calm and
relaxed at a very sensitive
moment."

The study is a result of sur- students are in the area because
Frankie Griffin may not be a
veys taken by the faculty, staff of the college. Therefore, the
and students in regard to their spendings of ail the full-time member of the Emergency
The students, faculty and
Response Team at W.C., but he
staff of Winthrop College con- spending habits. The survey students, and only 30 percent of certainly was the key to saving a
tributed over $46 million to York does not include part-time or
life last Monday night.
County during the fiscal year of temporary employees since the the part-time students, accoun1983-84. These figures are a majority of their income and ted for the $14.6 million com- Griffin, Winthrop Housing's
result of the college's Economic spendings are not Winthrop- putation.
North Area Coordinator, was
oriented.
Impact Study.
contacted by the night clerk in
Thomson dorm around 11:30
The last study of this nature
A , . ,l L the> L r o n m , c
Receipts from the college Monday night that a resident of
was done in 1980. Since that
° .
°
Payroll and college purchases the dorm had climbed onto the
1 hough Griffin has been in
time, the economic impact of the
' . .J,' , ' r t H , c o
!ver® u s u d \[} calculate the total roof with a pistol.
l<K a e x e n d t l , r M f l h
volved in similar situations. :hi.s
college has risen to over 15 per- S u ^ h n e S d S campus
'' "
'
° «
Public Safety, along with Grif- was his first involvement with ;.
The college made over half of its fin and the Emergency Respon- weapon.
cent annually. Based on this annual percentage increase, the onented spendings reached the purchases in York County, se Team, consisting of Dean of
Williams added that ht
impact for the fiscal year of 1985million mark. Indirect ex- which amounted to $4,441,674 Students Jeff Mann, Dean of is Chief
"extremely pleased with th«
Housing Cindy Cassens and
86 is expected to easily surpass Penditures were obtained by the
way
all
the departments or
u s e of a n
Counseling Center representhe $50 million mark.
economic multiplier,
which was computed to 1.64. for the county during "83^4. tatives Dr. Bill Wells and Jane campus worked together in thi
Full-time college employees Rankin, were expedient in emergency."
grossed more than $13 million. arriving on campus.
The recent renovations on
Dean Cassens commented
rampus have been excluded Therefore, for every direct
"The residence life staff did
rom the study. They have college-spent dollar, an extra*64
The purposed the study was "I cannot say enough about super job."
imounted, however, to $2 cents was spent locally.
to estimate the financial impact Frankie," commented Dean
nillion.
that Winthrop College has on Mann, "he's a true hero."
"Public Safety needs to be
commended for their prompt
The study indicates that WinGriffin said that he recognized and efficient handling of the
study indicates that 14 throp students spend $14.6 York County in terms of cash
student and spent 30-45 situation," commented both
>ercent (3.0 million) of the $46 million annually. The survey f ° w and dollars. The study ex- the
minutes
talking with him. I Mann and Griffin.
nillion was spent on local
eluded the community benefits told him "just
sometimes it just takes
estaurants, fast food establishthat the college gives to the an instant
like this to get you ^ Frankie
Griffin,
the
shows that all full-time students
help and encouraged him to get
nents, theatres, and other forms a r e ' " t h e community mainly to county such as cultural events the help he needed." The Emergency Response Team,
a t t e n d th
»f entertainment such as night? college. But only 30 entertainment functions, and student then handed over the Thomson Residence Life Staff
and Public Safety should be
lubs.
percent of the part-time college short courses.
gun.
commended for a job well done.
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Newsbriefs
Student Alumni Council

Peace makers go nationwide

and poetry. You may want to Dinkins Student Center for all
celebrate sunrise, sunset, students, faculty and staff to
canyons, eagles, or trees: family, sign their names. Time and
friends, pets, or most loved toys, dates for signing the entry will
Nuclear warfare is one of the Each of our symbols sewn be posted in later issues of The
most controversial subjects together will form the ribbon." Johnsonian and the campus
worldwide. Have you ever
calendar.
thought of what you would be
completion,
the
losing in case of a nuclear at- After
tack? Three years ago Justine material pieces will then be tied All who wish to participate in
Merrit of Denver, Colorado together and wrapped around making a piece of the ribbon
K.A. Little Sisters
asked
herself this same the Pentagon in Washington, must have their entry in by no
K.A. Little Sisters want to welcome and congratulate all the
question.
She had an original D.C., which is one mile in circum- later than May 1.
new pledges: Jay Emery, Jeffery Gaffney, Todd Howell, Jerry
and
creative
idea to make a ference. The wrapping may well
McCurry, Steve Potts, Sidney Swing, Kevin Snyder, Keith
A local tie-in of all the area envisible statement for the efforts circle the structure two or three tries
Taylor.
will be held during midof promoting peace instead of times. The wrapping ceremony
May. Local representatives will
will
take
place
on
August
4.
the
supporting
war.
She
started
a
Poetry reading
project in Colorado which has Sunday before the 40th anniver- then carry the portion to
Washington, D.C. in August for
The Department of English and Drama is sponsoring a since spread over the United sary of the nuclear bombings of the national tie-in at the PenHiroshima
and
Nagasaki.
States,
Canada,
and
Mexico.
The
poetry reading by Dr. John Eells, Emeritus Professor of
tagon for display. Upon removal,
English, at 7 p.m. Wednesday evening, March 6, in Kinard 315. project was to simply design on
the ribbon will be donated to the
Dr. Eells, who was Winthrop's Distinguished Professor for a piece of cloth something per- Lots of response has been Peace Museum in Chicago,
1907. will read from poems published in the Ken/twi Hcrietr and taining to the theme, "What I given by York County which Illinois. The museum began four
elsewhere. All interested students and faculty are invited to Can't Bear to Think of Losing in firmly supports the project. The years ago and was designed to
Case of Nuclear Warfare."
Spring Mills Corporation has
attend without charge.
help educate people to think and
donated fifty yards of fabric to live
peacefully.
Student Dietetic Association
The "peace by piece" makers the York County Alliance for
are creating their own con- Peace that has named Dr. Mary Dr. de Grys commented, "It's
Student Dietetic Association. $2.00 cost. March 6th, 412 tributions on individual pieces of deGrys, Anthropology professor a really great way to give voice
Thurmond, 0-8 p.m. Microwave Demonstration Complimentary material measuring 18" x 36". at Winthrop, as the state coor- to your concerns about peace. It
dinator.
Samples.
allows enough flexibility so
people can make the kind of
There is no limit to what can be Winthrop College plans to get statement they want to make!"
Health Fair
put on. Some people have chosen in on the action by submitting its
Health Fair will be held March 6 and 7 from 9-4 in Peabody to do the following: embroidery, own creative entry. Special For more information or
Gym (upstairs). Exhibits with free health information. Open to quilting, applique, paint, etc. Ac- permission has been granted materials needed for the project
everyone.
cording to Public Information, through the Executive Offices contact Dr. Mary deGrys at 323"You may want to embroider and Public Affairs at Winthrop 2128. or Pat Blaney Bright
Tau Kappa Epsiton
blossoms or needlepoint sculp- to use the official Winthrop (Campus Ministry Advisor) at
ture. You may want to honor the College logo. The logo will be 327-5156 or at the Newman OfThe brothers and little sisters of Tau Kappa Epsilon would spirit penetrating history applied to the center of the cloth fice of the Catholic Church Cenlike to welcome their new associate members: Matt Cooke. through music, art, literature, which will then be placed in ter.
Johnny Waters, Guido Poe/., Dave Newhouse, Matt Smith.
Sergio Silva, Wess Gravel. Scott Canohevior, Chaco Gutierrez.
Patrick Smith, Lcland Sj>encer, and Jose' Diez.

Membership is now open to all students for the Student
Alumni Council.
Applications are available in the Alumni Relations Office,
3rd floor Tillman. ABSOLUTE APPLICATION DEADLINE
IS MARCH 8,1985 at 5:00 p.m. So come see what the Student
Alumni Council is all about by attending our open reception
which will be held March 5, at 8:00 p.m. in the Alumni
Relations Office for all interested students!

Lambda Sigma Chapter
The Lambda Sigma Chapter of Delta Zeta would like to
congratulate the Pi Pledge Class of officers: President- Leah
Roof, Vice President- Debbie Sauls, secretary- Tracy Timmerman, treasurer- Jane Hart/., scholarship- Robin Fuller,
historian- Charlene Powell.

The la Sigma
Theta Sigma Chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity is
proud to announce their Spring '85 Pledge Class: Scott
Welch, president: Jeff Cregger. vice president: Craig
Wilkinson, secretary/treasurer: Chip Anderson, Larry
Baker, Sam Bauer. Steve Clayton. Doug Cobb. Greg
Faulkenberry, Phillip Hardee, Billy Joye. Nick June. Doug
Marriott. Jim McCammon, Barry Newkirk, Richard Parris.
Michael Pullon, Yanne Larsson. Congratulations, guys!

Seminar slated
"Investment Finance - A Seminar on Financial Planning for
the Serious Investor", with Dean R. Blackwell, moderator with
a group of professionals speaking, March 19 and 26. April 2 and
9 (4 nights total), 7:00-9:30 p.m. Fee is $45 per person. Fee includes coffee break and all course materials.

Ms. Black Rock Hill

The Miss Black Rock Hill Pageant, Inc. is accepting ap
plications for contestants to compete in the April 27 1985.
scholarship pageant. Contestants will compete for a scholarship and other prizes Deadline for application is March 16,
1985. For further information please call 329-1279 after 6 p.m.

By BRYAN ROBERTSON
TJ staff writer

Jazz clarinetist featured

musician accomplished on the the Air Force Band. While in the
clarinet, saxophone, oboe, and Air Force, he spent his entire
three-year stay, playing clarinet
English horn.
in a jazz sextet in Washington,
Dr. Ron Odrich, New York
Jazz Clarinetist, was feature Odrich began his musical D.C.
guest
soloist
Thursday, studies at the age of seven with
February 21. in Byrnes the cello, and played for four Following the Air Force,
Auditorium. Assistant Professor years. After a small accident at Odrich returned to New York
of Music Phil Thompson accom- the age of 11, the cello was for academic studies and local
destroyed. When he was 14 he playing activities. During this
panied Odrich on woodwinds.
found an instrument more to his time he worked with many jazz
Odrich combines his dual liking, the clarinet. His interest musicians and in many famous
professions: peridontal surgeon in jazz came shortly after that clubs such as Birdland and Basin
by day and nationally known when his brother took him to a Street East.
jazz concert, then Odrich
jazz clarinetist by night.
became a great admirer and
In the late 1950's Odrich enMany musicians regard Dr. protege of Buddy De Franco.
tered Columbia University DenOdrich to be among the finest
tal School, and had to reduce his
improvisationists on his chosen
instruments. Odrich effortlessly After high school, he entered musical schedule. During this
achieves a nearly four octave Queens College as a pre-dental time he learned to play the bass
range on the clarinet where as major and began playing clarinet.
most players barely squeeze two engagements and record dates
around New York.
or three octaves.
He now has his own dental
practice and teaches courses in
He also plays the alto and When his induction into the periodontics at Columbia
tenor saxophone and flute. His Korean War draft became University and still has a very
father was a New York studio evident. Odrich auditioned for active playing schedule.
By JUDY ALSTON
T.I staff writer
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FratBook
Williams-Backbone ofPublic Safety
By TOM STEARNS
TJ staff writer

Williams. "Everything from
the school going co«d to the
recent move for NCAA competition. I even remember
when it was against the rules
for a male to play tennis
without a shirt on!"
Williams is content with his
job saying, "I really enjoy it. I
like working with the faculty
and staff, and I feel they have
treated the Public Safety
Department well down
through the years. I also enjoy the contact with the
students. It's great to be able
to work with them and I appreciate the respect they give
the department."
Williams is also laid back in
his spare time. He has been
officiating high school football
games for 20 years. He and
his wife own a farm in Great
Falls, S.C. where they raise
beef cattle. The farm, his 3
children, and his 5 grandchildren take up most of his
spare time-"not that he minds."
Williams comments on
Winthrop in general, "I think
the school is headed in the

right direction, academically."
"I think the administration
has things well in hand. I'm
also glad to see the support
the students have been
showing the athletic department lately, although I wish
the students would stop
throwing toilet paper and ice,
before somebody gets hurt."
Williams' greatest pleasure
at Winthrop, however, has
been watching the Public
Safety Department grow.
"I'm very proud of the advances we've made since I came
here 22 years ago," said
Williams. "Public Safety has
gone from being simply a
campus guard to a full fledged
law enforcement agency, with
12 commissioned officers, 3
security officers, 4 dispatchers, and 12 student workers
whom we couldn't operate
without."
"Our
bottom
line,"
Williams concluded, "is that
we are here to enforce the
law, and we must be straight
and fair in our dealings with
the staff and students. I appreciate the support they had
shown us."

Shakes Florida

GAINESVILLE, FL. (CPS>- T m hearing more and more
University of Florida officials of this type of thing," says
Behind
every
well
have suspended a fraternity and Eileen Stevens of Sayville, N.Y.,
organized department stands
are likely to probe all the frater- who founded the Committee to
one well organized individual.
nity "little sister" programs on Halt Useless College Killings afAnd so it is with Winthrop's
campus after one house started ter her son was killed in a
Public Safety Department
selling a raunchy handbook to fraternity initiation ritual.
But, Stevens says, this is the
under the direction of Bob
students.
Williams.
The handbook names certain first time one has been sold
'Tve always had an infemale students, and recom- publicly.
terest in law enforcement,"
mends how many beers it takes "In most cases, these things
admitted Williams. "My
to persuade them to engage in never see the light of day
because the girls are emfather was a police chief in
sexual intercourse.
Great Falls, and so I naturally
Put out by the Beta Theta Pi barrassed, the members don't
fell into the role. And I'm
house and offered for $2 a copy, talk about it publicly and there
really proud of the public
the book also outlines the sexual is a secretive shroud covering
what goes on at individual chapsafety department at Winescapades of members.
throp."
The fraternity says the book ters," she says.
Williams refers to himself
was intended as a joke, but In this case, Florida suspenas a "very simple, very laid
university administrators aren't ded Beta Theta Pi for the
remainder of 1985, and its "little
back" individual. He went inamused.
to the Navy immediately
"Whether it was meant as a sister" program for an indefinite
following
high
school
joke cr as a National Lampoon, period.
graduation, and remained
we don't find it funny," says The university also may
there until his retirement in
assistant student affairs Dean review all such programs at the
school.
1963.
Following
his
Thomas Dougan.
retirement from the Navy, he
"It is extremely inap- "Little sister" programs try to
involve female students in actook over as head of Winpropriate."
throp's Public Safety DeparThe booklet also calls some tivities of a fraternity. Most oftment.
students "sand niggers and ten the females are not sorority
"I've seen a lot of changes
pointy heads," and makes anti- members.
But
the
Fraternity
over the last 20 years," said
semitic references to others.
In a prepared statement, the Executives Association says
fraternity president said the "little sister" programs are "not
handbook is not an official desirable" because they distract
publication of and is not con- members from fraternity goals.
Stevens says the programs
doned by the fraternity.
The handbook is "in poor frequently lead to coercion of
taste," says Thomas Beyer of female members who do not do
always something different. It going to the. mountains, and I the national Beta Theta Pi what fraternity members ask of
By VIOLETTA WESTON
look
forward
to
visiting
Califorallows me to be creative and to
them.
TJ staff writer
organization.
be challenged each day." In ad- nia within the next year."
National fraternity officials One UF "little sister" told the
Maghsoud
enjoys
his
job
and
Winthrop
College and dition to his duties as manager, shows. Donald Thomson, one can't recall seeing similar han- student newspaper she is
treated like a maid.
Epicure Food Services are for- Maghsoud also does ice sculp- it
his co-workers says, "Essie is dbooks at other schools.
tunate to have Essie Maghsoud tures. Ice sculptures take time of
But the head of a group Dean of Student Affairs
a
self-motivated
worker.
He
and
patience.
It
requires
at
least
James Scott is to decide within
as the catering manager.
himself. He is con- monitoring fraternity hazing the week whether to launch the
"I love what I'm doing; each four hours of sitting in a freezer challenges
practices says she has been told
scientious
and
down-to-earth
creating
the
figure.
When
asked
campus-wide probe of "little
day is a new challenge. It's a
a sense of humor." of "dozens and dozens" of similar sister" groups.
seven day a week job that lasts what he could create, Mr. with
publications.
is an asset to his
anywhere from ten to nineteen Maghsoud said with a smile, Maghsoud
"Oh, just about anything." He progression. He said by working
hours," said Maghsoud.
Maghsoud and his forty-to-fif- recently worked on a creation of with a great team, they meet
ty student workers cater parties Cupid until one of the arms their main concern-the needs of
the students.
with as few as four people to as broke.
In his spare time, Maghsoud "I look forward to possibly
many as 1,000. Most of his sermy own catering service
vices cater to alumni, faculty, plays racquetball and tennis, and owning
day but first I want to make
staff and students. They also enjoys traveling. He has one
to
England, a career with Epicure and Win- v
cater to other groups outside traveled
I wouldn't want to leave
Winthrop. "Being Epicure's Afghanistan and Pakistan (while throp.
for money or anything
Advertising manager.. James Dedes
Catering Manager involves stationed in the Army), and Winthrop
Editor-in-chief.
Susan R. Smith Business manager... Kay Arrowood
I enjoy my work and the
Managing editor
Lisa Buie
planning
and
preparing throughout the southern, nor- else.
Cartoonist
Frank Jones
people
here
at
Winthrop,"
added
News editor
Both Ingram
refreshments for receptions, thern, and eastern parts of the
Copy editor
Leona Stalcup
Asst. news editor.. Monnie Whitson
Photo editor
Georgeanne Pratt
weddings, and parties. There is United States. "1 especially like Maghsoud.

Maghsoud caters to Winthrop

I MiBoninn I
Sports editor
Robert Jolly
$ Layout editor... Candy Wainwright
•ji Asst. layout editor
Lika Schrock

T.J. will return...
March 25,1985.

Asst. photo editor... Randy Greene
Contributing editor. Robert McDonald
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Finally,
Spring Break

\pgF/Aj,r/o*J oe"PU3UC ZfiFBTY"
.. A r/A>/>Ajc/AL p/t/tA^/re ro Aet/cem
6T(JP£A/TS

Thank goodness! In just 4 more days, it will be that wonderful
time of the year we have all been waiting for. That's right! Spring
Break is just around the corner.
Winthrop College campus will look as though an epidemic has
struck. Suitcases will probably be packed before Thursday,
rooms will empty out, cars speed away, and the administration
promises that Phelps will be ready when we return.
Many will head for Florida, more specifically-Ft. Lauderdale.
The only place in the world where it's legal to party for seven
days.
Others will embark on Myrtle Beach, Charleston, or even the
ski slopes for one last run before real hot weather.
And there are even a few of us who will drift back to our
hometowns to work or find summer jobs.
Wherever we may all choose to scamper to, it's a much needed
break. (Thank goodness we didn't have to wait as long as we did
for Fall Break!)
Let's remember one important point, at the risk of sounding
like your mother, be careful; think before you act. Wonderful
times can be easily Scanned. Look out for yourselves and your
friends. It's great to meet new people, but don't be over trusting.
It honestly pays to be aware.
So, now go on your way to fun, it's less than 72 hours away.

/LL£G-#U.Y

P0/ZKG0 / / /

m

I
Thanks, Sharon.
Everyday challenges lead to growth

rd

By LISA I1AZKL
Special to TJ

centive to go the extra mile or to the hole we have dug for
stay up an extra hour to com- ourselves. It sounds like a classic
Everyday, life presents us plete our tasks effectively and case of depression, doesn't it?
with many challenges, the thoroughly, and more important- The essence of our nature is
primaiy challenges being to accomplish ly, with a sense of pride. There to be happy and continually
whatever it is we set out to do. are times, however, when we by to make a better wayfcrarseKvs
Along with long term goals and may lose our incentive to fulfill When change occurs in our lives,
aspirations, we have daily goals our daily goals. Poor habits we may fight it, not realizing
necessary to accomplish, for begin to dominate our lives. that the change is usually for the
goals set are goals
met. We cut class for no reason at all; better. It is not always possible
Whether it be writing that we fail to prepare for exams, or for us to perform at peak levels.
dreaded 500 word essay or even cancel obligations previously set We are human, and there will be
going with your friends to watch with others. When this happens, moments when it seems that our
the Eagles play at the Coliseum, we usually pledge to ourselves, internal system of motivation
it makes you feel good when you "Oh well, Til get it done tomorrow!" has shut down. But it never
can say that you've gotten done As all of us have the tendency to leaves us. Those are the times
what you wanted to do today.
procrastinate at least once in our when we must gather the
Successful days give us a lives, these unfulfilled goals can strength from within to press on
sense of self-esteem,,and per- get "lost in oblivion and may even further, sticking to the
sonal gratification. We feel good never get accomplished. Losing task for as long as it takes to get
about ourselves and we have our sense of motivation can it done. Sometimes we must dig
TJ welcomes letters to the editor on any topic related to
more to offer others in our lives. result in a loss of self-esteem. even
deeper
within
Winthrop College.
Our inner incentive provides Negative thought patterns to gather the motivation and amAll letters to the editor must be signed by the author. The
us with ammunition
to begin to override our positive bition we need to help us become
author's name will not be omitted unless we feel retribution
tackle whatever task is set side, and we might begin to put our ideal selves. In order to
will result. Letters will be limited to 200 words.
before us for tommorrow. Being ourselves down. What's worse is
Letters should be typed, if possible, double spaced, on a 60- satisfied with ourselves allows that we may lose respect for grow, it requires a certain level of
maturity to push ourselves to
inch space line.
us to healthily interact with our ourselves because we seem to be "bite the bullet", knowing that
Letters should be submitted to Box 6800 or brought to TJ
roommates, friends, instructors, letting others down as well. In as each day passes, we are
office in Good Building. Letters must be received by 5 p.m.
and co-workers. Experiencing this lethargic state of mind, we becoming closer to the very
Tuesday to appear in the following week's issue.
this good feeling gives us the in- allow ourselves to fall deeper in- ««<!Pnce of our being.

...For Saying "Yes!'

Your Loving Fiance

TJ letter policy

•
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Commercialism- spare me!
By RANDY GREEN

By ROBERT McDONALD
TJ contributing editor

"What are you going to do
during spring holidays?"
Please, spare me! I swear, if I turn on the television set one more time on a Sunday afternoon and
see a starving Ethiopian, I think I'll croak! Ya'll, this subject is getting real old, and I think it is time
somebody ran the risk of becoming "public enemy number one by saying so. Things are really getting out of hand.
j H i. i
ii
Every Sunday it is the same thing. You have a choice between watching a very dull basketball
game (with twenty or so slow-motion repeats of th same shots) or being a first-hand witness to starving people with flies crawling in and out of their mouths. How wonderful! How will I ever choose??
Now, I realize that the first thing many of you will say or think is that I am the most hard-hearted,
uncaring, selfish person alive, but this is not true. I promise. I just like to be realistic. O.K.? Face hu"My fiancee is coming up
ts, everybody. If all the people in those devastated countries look like the ones shown on those Sunfrom Kentucky to see me."
day afternoon missionary shows, then there is not much an extra bowl of Corn Flakes or a bologna
Angela Riddle, senior
sandwich is going to do for them. Am I right'?
There has to be money in those countries somewhere. Governments need money to operate. 1 ney
can feed their own people. What we sympathetic Americans see is the bottom line. For once, I d like
to see (If I have to watch these stupid shows) how the other half of the country lives. You know, the
"upper crust." The middle class would even do. Think of it. What would a middle class Ethiopian
look like? Anyhow, my stomach simply cannot take watching the flies and the dust around dried-up
bodies one more time. This is not something we need to watch after one of those gourmet Sunday
dinners served in Thomson Cafeteria.
,r •
••
The best part of the shows, though, has to be when amongst all the grossness of famine, in walks
girl-like Sally Struthers with a whine in her voice that could shatter crystal. With her Estee
Laudered face, she proceeds to describe the scene which surrounds her and then just happens to "Go home and plan on obserbegin reciting the address of the relief agency that she is promoting. Her acting skills come in han- ving 6th grade students in a
dy, too. She can almost make a sane person dig deep into his pockets and send a twenty-dollar hill class, if I'm lucky go to
that will feed Dominique for a year. Not me. I got wise.
Charleston for a weekend."
I started wondering. "Why do they always have actors as sponsors for these shows? I noticed
Shelly Strickland, sophomore
that they never interview any "common" people that have been there. I suppose it is because there
are so many out-of-work actors and singers (Dale and Roy Rogers!!) that they can get those stars and
use their name for a significantly discounted price. At any rate, though, I resent the feeling that I
got that I was being used. I felt like my emotions were being played on to squeeze as much as
possible out of my wallet. I fought it, and I won. Yeah!
•<
I truly do feel sorry for all the self-righteous good Samaritans that freely send their money to all
these relief funds because it is the "good" thing to do. Don't you realize that there are lots of "good
causes right here at home that are suffering severely because they are being ignored? I guess the
only way these causes will receive just attention is for their directors to hire a good, convincing,
unemployed actor or actress to support them. Then, all that is left to do would be to takea few of
the grossest, most heart-wrenching photographs (exaggerated if necessary to gain lull effort) and
*
flash them all over the television screen on Sunday afternoons. Think it would work?
"Work to make money."
Bryan Hughey, junior

Letter to the Editor

Security

to be violently opposed.
Dear editor.
Recently a friend of mine The Johnsimian states that
brought me a copy of The John- "the author's name will not be Dear editor,
sonian. Although I do not con- omitted unless we feel
I think that our security
tinue to attend Winthrop retribution will result." What guards are failing to do their
College, I enjoy keeping up with then is retribution? It certainly complete job. Instead of being so
Winthrop events. I was pleased is not mental punishment or concerned about a wrongly
to read a letter written by a property damage. It is not parked car, they should be con
friend of mine, Christopher harassing phone calls, threats, cerned about people's property I might go to West Virginia
Cook. He was opposing the or pennies glued over locks.
so trucks don't get stolen from and go snow skiing."
Phillip Caldwell, freshman
viewpoint of a previous editorial It is frightening that a com- lighted parking lots or cars
concerning a film which certain munity of young adults brought being robbed or moved by other
students found inappropriate for together in an atmosphere con- people. Maybe they could try to
campus viewing. His letter was clusive to academic pursuit must keep bicycles from being torn up
sink to the levels of high school or cars vandalized. Maybe they
in support of the film.
Imagine my dismay to children. It is appalling that a could try to protect students
discover a few days later that he society of adults who pride from non-students who cruise
had suffered retribution from themselves on being free campus looking for trouble. It
thinkers would try to oppress seehis that'"they fail in most
his letter.
Last year, another friend of the views of others who do not areas except for writing parking
mine, Misty Barton, wrote a let- share their ideas.
tickets. Why can't they get their
ter to the editor concerning cer- I seem to remember a certain act together? I believe that some
tain privileges extended to document that promises the critical examination should be
Greek societies, but to no others. freedom to state an opinion, done in that department, and get
She suffered mortal anguish and popular or not. Do I assume this a few competent people on the
verbal persecution because she document does not extend past payroll instead of old men
voiced an unpopular opinion. the gates of Winthrop College? looking for retirement.
What galls me the most is that
Sincerely,
the Winthrop population has
Troy Kelley
Lynn Fenton
fallen to this level, that every
unpopular viewpoint is a thing

"Look for a job, and relax."
MaryFrye

Athletic department
Utilize your assets
By LAURIE ANN DEDES
TJ sports editorial writer

Season goes well

and we just didn't have it," good teams. We, in the athletic
program, feel fortunate to be in
Mims also added.
A day does not go by when I don't drive by that huge conWhen asked about the team's the league."
struction on Eden Terrace Road called the Coliseum.
"As far as a coach I was bad luck on the road, Mims said, This year's team had several
Hopefully, you all know which multi-million dollar facility I'm disappointed by the losing "We were not pleased with our strong players on which Mims
speaking of. And everytime I drive by this glorious monument season, but there were plenty of road record. But possibly it commented, "Fred McKinnon
(that represents in one GIANT nutshell, the progress and other positive aspects on the could have been due to the long was a strong offensive threat,
power that Winlhrop College is attaining), the parking lot is season," said Billy Mims on the road trips, the change in playing Allen Washington was a force
virtually empty. And everytime I drive by this symbol of vic- men's basketball '84-85 season. facilities such as a wood court on rebounding, Jerome McKiver
tory (political or otherwise) I have to ask myself (I say) "Dedes,
The biggest aspect of the a tartan floor, and of course we turned into a steady play maker,
why is that place so empty?" And the answer is because with season according to Mims was a had to consider the other team's while Brian Pope was a consistent shooter."
the exception of basketball and special events, I don't think 3-answer question. "First, we home court advantage."
that the Coliseum is utilized the way it could bo.
Mims also added, "We tried to One strength about this year's
had a continued improvement at
Everyth'ng has room for improvement including utilization home. We won our last 7 games make each road game feel like a team was defense of which Minis
of the Coliseum. I think that classes should be taught out there. at home, and we hope to con- home game and told the players said, "We played good defense
For coaching and physical education majors this would be the tinue that tradition till next each game was a new night, new all year, with the exception of
ideal place. Peabody is good for recreational activities, but why year. Secondly, the team game, and a new chance to win." two or three games we easily
is the teaching aspect separated from the facility that could chemistry jelled over the course
With Winthrop's recent push could have had a few more
best benefit the education? When I think of the Coliseum the of the season, with the players for NCAA Division I status, wins."
first thing I think of is public relations because what I see playing good "teamball" over Mims said, "We played better
recruiting Mims said,
coming out of the Coliseum is inter-relations with other the last two months of the competition, had longer road "ItAbout
is an ongoing process. We are
schools.
season. Third and lastly, then we trips and also showed more in- looking at more physical players
Joining the NCAA is a public relations development not an defeated Campbell on January tensity.
than in the past. We feel certain
educational development. I don't see how it's going to benefit 26th, it was Winthrop's first win
"Next year we play Furman,
physical education majors who don't play on a team. Why is over a sanctioned NCAA East Carolina, Campbell, and we should be able to sign three
or four good players."
the athletic department split? Why aren't all of the physical Division I school."
take a 4-day trip to Quincy, Mims also added, "I'd also like
education classes and offices out at the Coliseum? Most
Illinois
for
a
3-day
tournament,"
"On the other side of the coin
colleges have their head coaches and athletic directors we had too many turnovers and Mims said of the schedule for to thank the fans for their support. Also the managers Terry
teaching classes. And why not? They are talented (which, ob- didn't play too well on the offen- next year.
Brannon, Chris Penn, and Todd
viously, is why they hold these positions). They should be hap- sive end." said Mims on the
Mims also added, "The Hutchison. They all did excellent
py to share their knowledge.
district we left with teams such jobs for the program. Also the
team's weak points.
Since a good deal of physical education classes art; designed
"Specifically, we started the as College of Charleston, Lanassistants
Jeff
for outdoors there is plenty of room out there. We have a season with experience, actually der, and USC-Spartanburg was graduate
baseball field, soccerfield,a rough track, a golf course, and the five juniors. The staff felt that very strong and the new Big Burkhamer and Steve Roberts
new outdoor Development Center. I think it would be the team should have had poise .South Conference also has some for great jobs."
beneficial to build an Olympic-sized pool and tennis courts out
there.
Winthrop College has a good thing going on out there on
Eden Terrace Road. But it could be better. I say "Get athletics
out of Peabody Gym." Peabody is great for recreation and Intramurals but the Coliseum can be best utilized for education.
Winthrop College could have one of the most prestigious
Athletic EDUCATION departments in the Big South Conference if they're evaluated the utilization of the Coliseum and
improved upon it. The Coliseum was not built for just the By DOUG COBB
ingstone. Scantlebury led the go here four years and after I
baseball team but it was built for the entire student body. It's TJ sports writer
team with 18 points and 8 re- graduate," Scantlebury said, "I
high time everyone benefitted from it!
bounds respectively.
will go back home and play proPeter
Scantlebury,
a Scantlebury comes from a ball."
freshman
from
London, medium-size family of five. He
England, is one of the recruits has one brother (18), and one
this year for Coach Nield Gor- sister (19). His mother is a nurse,
Raxcball
Off the court Scantlebury
don's Winthrop Eagles Basket- and his father is a motor
plays pick-up games with his
mechanic.
ball team.
March 3 Tusculum College
Home 2:00
friends at Peabody and studies
March 4 Voorhees College
Denmark, S.C., 3:00
Scantlebury played basketball
Before Scantlebury came to or goes out.
March 6 Gardner-Webb
Home 3:00
at Eastfield University in Lon- Winthrop to play for the Eagles, When asked what he and his
March 7 Gardner-Webb
Home 3:00
don, where the 6* 7", 190 lb. for- he played Semi-pro basketball in friends did for fun back in
ward made the All-County and England for a team called England, Scantlebury replied,
Softball
the All-District team. He also Braknell.
"We mostly go out to clubs or
participated in the England
discotheques."
March 8 USC-Spartanburg
Spartanburg 4:00
Junior League.
When Scantlebury was asked
Scantlebury enjoys the
Men's Tennis
Scantlebury plays off the to reply on his plans for the sum- weather and friendliness of the
bench mostly and averages 6.1 mer, he answered, "I plan to go United States.
March 5 UNC-Asheville
Home 2:00
points per game and 4.1 reboun- back home and play in camps
March 6 Erskine College
Due West, S.C., 2:00
ds per game. He also has a and improve on my skills."
With three more games left
50.9
field goal percentage and
this season, Winthrop's chances
Women's Tennis
51.7 percentage from the Scantlebury is a business ma- to make the District 6 Playoffs
jor with an option in marketing. are very bleek, especially since
March 4 Erskine College
Due West, S.C., 2:00 freethrow line.
Scantlebury's best game this When asked what his future they finished the regular season
March 6 USC-Coastal
Home, 2:00
season came in an 85-71 loss to would bring at Winthrop, with the red-hot Clemson
Finally, Spring Break
District 26 Conference foe Liv- Scantlebury stated, "I want to Tigers.
By TODD HUTCHISON
TJ sports writer

Great Britain's Scantlebury;
Foreigner makes the scene

Eagle Events
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Eagle Pitching
Walters will be key
By DOUG COBB
TJ sports writer

long. These are his main attributes."
Winthrop fields a young team
this semester. When asked if the
team's youth would affect the
team, Walters stated, "It will affeet the team; we are inexperienced." He further stated,
"The upperclassmen will have to
take over for us to do well."

The Winthrop College Eagles
baseball team has always relied
on strong pitching. Mitch
Walters is no exception. Walters
is expected to be one of the
leaders of the team in this, his
junior season. Head coach
Horace Turbeville commented,
"We are expecting him to be one
of our mainstays in the pitching Walters plans to graduate
staff."
with a degree in Physical
Education next year.
During the offseason, he plans
Walters is a 6 foot 3 inches, to go to the beach. After
one-hundred and ninety-five graduation, Walters plans to
pound righthander. Walters move to California.
played his high school baseball
Junior Scholars show spirit at recent basketball game.
at Northwestern High School in When asked how he thought §|g
Rock Hill, S.C., under the super- he would do this season, Walters
vision of Coach Owen Privette. replied, "I hope I have as good a
season as I have the past two
seasons." Coach Turbeville B> JUDY ALSTON
ever since, Winthrop has been These Regional games are
During the past two years, commented on his hopes for TJ staff writer
tentatively sanctioned by the basically stepping stones to the
Walters has compiled a 15 wins Walters this season when he
National Wheelchair Athletic National Games. According to
and 3 loss record, 8-2 in *83 and 7- said, "We are expecting a lot
The Southern States Regional Association.
Blackmnn, competitors must
1 in '84. In ?84 he had an earned from him."
Wheelchair Games wiU be held According to Debbie Black- participate in 3 sanctioned
run average of 2.88 and 3.46 in
at Winthrop College on April 19 mon in the Human Development wheelchair regional games
1983. Walters only had 25
and 20, 1985. The Southern Center, there are five events in before qualifying for the
strikeouts in '84 and 31 in '83. If Walters' success is near to States Region consists of the games. They include the Nationals.
This fact shows as Coach Tur- the success of his two previous Mississippi, Tennessee, North slalom, track and field, archery,
beville stated, "He's not a years, then his play should prove Carolina,and South Carolina.
swimming, and weightlifting. The games at Winthrop will
powerful pitcher, but he has ex- to be a key factor in the WinThere are two divisions in each *** be*d at the Coliseum and
cedent control and pitches well, throp College Eagles' 1985 The National Wheelchair event: Junior and adult. In each.Peabody Swimming Pool. Track
He has rhythm and can pitch baseball season.
Athletic Association began in event the gold, silver, and br«m- field events are to he held at
1958 and has been going strong *e medals will he awarded, j f j Northwestern High School.

Wheelchair game lobeheldat W.C

Men's tennis team

warms up to a new season

By TRISH McKITRICK
TJ sports writer
Sunshine
and
warmer
weather in February? Our men's
tennis team certainly can't complain! What better way to start
out a very busy season? A total
of 35 matches are scheduled, and
the Big South Conference won't
be held until 2 weeks after
school has ended.
Tennis coach Gerald Hendricks explains the gist of what
has happened in the past six
games by saying, "Basically we
have gotten off to a slow start.
Our record is 2-4. But, after winning our last two matches I feel
that we will continue to do well.
Also, it should be noted that

Tennis team rained out
By CINDY JOHNSON
TJ sports writer

Big South Conference tournaments. The team will not
become a part of the NCAA unThe Lady Eagles tennis team til September.
was rained out this week while
engaging in a match with
Presbyterian College. The mat- In the match against Virginia
ch was tied 3-3 going into the Tech, Chris Willoughby, a
double matches, but was post- freshman from Federalsburg,
poned until a later date. The Maryland, and Ashley Shealy,
Eagles' 0-1 record consists of a from Columbia, S.C., defeated
loss to Virginia Tech, a team the opposing number three
which is currently ranked doubles team 6-2,6-4. The Eagles
second in the Metro Conference. lost the match 8-1.

although our record shows a loss not be able to return this season
against four of six teams that we due to a stress fracture.
played, those teams were "This season's schedule is
ranked in the number ninth and competitive," commented Hententh divisions of the nationals. dricks. He said, "Our toughest
The men played very well; the match will be against Lander.
They beat Clemson, who are
matches were only lost 5-4."
The team is made of a group ranked in the top 10 in the
of experienced players. The first nation, 5-4. Furman will also be a
six
players
have
been challenge."
established as follows: Dean Hendricks feels that WinTaylor )1); Mike Cox (2); Mah Raj throp's going NCAA will not af(3); Pena (4); Bozue (5); Ejer (6). fect the men's team that much. The team members are, in or"I have not changed any of my der by flight, Kelly Grant, Karen
Luckily there have not been policies since our schedules in Roof, Chris Deloach, Maria Risk,
too many injuries among the the past have already been Ashley Shealy, and Jean
players. Unfortunately, there is mixed NAIA and NCAA."
Hendricks feels that the com- Gallager.
an exception to this in the cases
of Mike Cox and Hutch Moore. petitive schedule will be good
Cox injured himself during prac- for the team. He remarked, "The
tice but should not have to leave more we play, the better we will The Lady Eagles will play in
both the NAIA District 6 and
the team. However, Moore will get."

The men's record stands at 24
on the season. Coach Gerald
Hendrix predicts that both the
men and women teams will have
fairly good seasons. He stated,
"If we can win 50 percent of our
matches for the women, we
would consider the season a success."
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Wellness increases life span-—

By JODI BROWN
TJ staff writer

Possibly the best time to
begin living a wellness lifestyle
is during the college years. If
you wait until the night before
that huge exam that will determine the fate of your life to
begin studying; if you haven't
eaten a vegetable and have
forgotten what fruit looks like
since you left your mother's
table; if you find yourself living
off of beer, cigarettes, and occasional pizza and a Snickers
bar; if you take caffeine pills so
that you can last the semester
with only two or three hours of
sleep weekly; and if you have to
look the word "exercise" up in
the dictionary, you're a terrific
candidate to adopt the wellness
habits that will add quality, and
perhaps quantity, to your life.
"My lifestyle isn't that extreme!" you say? Do you sleep
an average of eight hours a
night, eat breakfast daily, drink
in moderation, exercise, maintain a moderate weight, and
refrain from smoking? If all of
these things are second nature

to you, congratulations. You live
wellness lifestyle that should
help you ward off sickness and
disease, handle stress, be happy
and more satisfied with your life,
increase your energy and suecess on the job or in school work,
and improve your lovelife.
Jackie
Patterson,
the
manager of health education at
Blue Cross Blue Shield in
Columbia, visited Winthrop
faculty and staff recently to
spread the wellness "gospel"
throughout the ranks. The slim,
attractive Mrs. Patterson is
living proof of what a wellness
lifestyle can do for a person. She
circulated a photograph that
was taken of her when she
weighed nearly 200 lbs.
"Every time we face stress we
get a dump of adrenaline that we
don't work off with exercise. At
night we cannot rest properly,
We are the first living
generation to have no activity in
our lives. Our world of conveniences, like air conditioning
and easy access to transportation, have made us overweight, but we don't eat enough
to
get
our
nutritional

a

requirements."
them. We know that smoking cope with.
Patterson warned of the bad causes cancer not only of the Should we try to change
repercussions that result from lungs but of the mouth and every bad habit we've acquired
excess fat, sugar, salt, and throat and that it is linked to during our lifetime all at once?
chemical additives in our diets, heart disease. Men and women That would be virtually im"Our 19-year-old men have a who don't smoke live much possible.
Mrs.
Patterson
15% buildup of plaque in their longer on the average than those suggests beginning with our
blood vessels. We know that this who do."
nutritional habits.
causes heart attacks and high
"We should increase the fruits
and
blood pressure. Some of the Patterson stressed the imporvegetables we eat as well as
same chemical additives put in tance of eating breakfast. She high fiber breads and cereals
the foods we eat are also used in cited statistics which show that decreasing the butter, gravy,
cleaning fluids, to kill lice and in of accident victims in the work a n d o i , s we put on them. Subrubber cement and oil paint place 75 percent did not eat stituting fruits for sweets, skim
solvents."
breakfast and of the students m ilk f o r whole milk, whole
"Smoking is the worst habit who fail 80 percent did not eat wheat bread for white bread,
and
people can adopt," Patterson breakfast on a regular basis.
beans and peas (an excellent
asserts. "We've talked about the
source of protein) for meat, is a
tobacco industry and the jobs "Breakfast is essential g r e a t w a y t o r e d u c e c a l o r i e s a n d
it's created; how glamorous it is ^cause overnieht the body i n c r e a s e nutrition and fiber
to smoke. We sent our soldiers m o v e s i n t o a f a s t i n K stato v a , u e "
cigarettes during the war, we E a t i n e suddenlv in the middle of
gave our workers breaks to t h e day causes a dump of crisulin i s t Jumping
one hurdle at a time
he
smoke. Now we've pulled the t h a t £ u r n s t Q f a t o V e r n i K ht
P r e s c r i b e d measure. "After w e a l t e r o u r d i e t s >
rug out from under smokers. We F _ t i n _ hrpakfast !„-<»«, the
q" i t t i n g
tell them it is menUlly,
A iSwl erf s m o kin? and getting into a good
physically, and socially addic- c e r e a i js fj n e »
exercise routine with_a variety
tive.
'
of walking, swimming, aerobics,
"Smoking fulfills some need
floor exercises or running will be
that can be fulfilled in other According to Patterson, exer- the next step."
ways. You can't nag a smoker, cising just 20 minutes three Sound hard? Isn't an imbut you can kiss them! They times a week helps the body to proved,
maybe
lengthier
can't smoke if you're kissing relax and makes stress easier to lifespan worth it?

Model U.N. attends Harvard
were very much "out of character also from Georgetown. He states
with the countries they were that Harvard only had state
department representatives,
Winthrop's Model United Na- representing."
tions delegation attended a Ashley Byrd adds that the wherein Winthrop has national
mock United Nations Con- "hot, heated debate" between diplomats attending our conference in Boston and at Har- Winthrop and Georgetown ferences. He adds that the trip
learning
vard University February 21-24. culminated when Georgetown was a "great
Winthrop representatives in- agreed to a cease fire between experience."
cluded Sam Bauer, Shawn Iran and Iraq. In Byrd's opinion,
Bradley, Ashley Byrd, Melissa this "was very unusual and
Coleman, Laura Cude, James unrealistic" since the two coun- According to Melissa ColDedes, Randy Firestine, Philip tries have been at war for ages. eman, "the Harvard Conference
Byrd adds that Winthrop was good in the sense that it
Harris and Michael Pullon.
delegates were able to debate gave the Winthrop delegates a
with larger colleges and univer- model to go by." However, she
The goal of the model UN is sities on an equal basis.
feels that the Winthrop Conto promote world peace by
ferences are "more realistic and
simulating the proceedings of
the actual United Nations. The Randy Firestine adds that the probably as good" as the
Harvard Conference consisted Winthrop model UN is "more Harvard Conference.
of colleges and universities realistic" than the Harvard Conthroughout the United States ference because Harvard is less
and Canada. Each college was formal and more relaxed, unlike All of the delegates felt that
assigned a country to represent. the actual United Nations Con- the trip was beneficial in one
Winthrop represented the coun- ferences. "The Winthrop aspect of another. The students
try of Iraq, and were opposed by deleg^tqgjearned a lot in regard left campus Wednesday Feb. 20
Georgetown University, who to how to improve our model at 5:30 and arrived in Boston at
approximately 2:30 Thursday.
represented Iran.
UN, and also learned what The conference was held at the
mistakes not to make as well," Boston Marriott.
Laura Cude, head delegate, said Firestine.
The Winthrop College Model
was pleased with the overall
United Nations will take place
performance of the Winthrop
April 10-13. Unlike the Harvard
representatives, but was
James Dedes said that he en- Conference, the Winthrop UN
somewhat surprised by the joyed the conference, but feels consists of high school students.
Georgetown delegates because that "organization is far better Over 300 students from various
they "weren't as challenging" as at Winthrop than at Harvard." high schools throughout the
she had expected. She adds that Dedes adds that he expected states are expected to
"Georgetown and other colleges much more from Harvard and participate.
By JEFF COLEMAN

Dance Theater entertains
By DONNA CAPPS

desk chair with wheels, a bunk
bed ladder, a beach ball, and a
The Winthrop Dance Theatre, hoola hoop were used for the
directed by Dr. Joanne M. Lunt, improvisations.".
presented its annual Spring con- Other choreographers includcert Feb. 21 and 22 in Johnson ed Karen Dugan, a past time
Hall.
dance instructor; Meme Stokes.
The dancers perforr?«»d seven Patti Marks, and Jack Yantis, a
dance numbers. There was a guest from Augusta. Ga. who
variety of dance s'.yles including created "Enigma". "Enigma"
Ballet and Jazz with subject was learned in a weekend
matter concerning humor, workshop in late January.
drama, and the abstract. Tho . According to Lunt, many
seven dances were; "Quartet", dancers had the flu during the
"Home By the Sea", "Serenity", week of the performance, but
"Glitter", "Eni $ma", "Thou wilt that did not stop their deterShow Me thi Path of Life" mination or dedication. She
(Psalm 16), ar.d "The Surprise". stated that "They are extremeThe music ranged from Bach to ly disciplined girls."
Sheila E.
After Spring break, the group
The costumes were designed will begin rehearsing for the
to match the mood, or style, of next dance concert which will be
each dance number. For exam- held April 22. This will be more
ple, "Glitter" consisted of bright, informal than the Spring Conred leotard with a gold, glitter cert. It will be held either in the
belt-hence the name! The dance Peabody dance studio or Byrnes
"Enigma" used green and blue Auditorium. There are a total of
costumes to represent water.
four concerts each year.
"Thou Wilt Show Me the Path The Winthrop Dance Theatre
of Life" differed from the other is open to all Winthrop students
dances in that it contained live and persons of the surrounding
music which was performed by community with some dantc
vocalist Katherine Strickland' background. Interested people
accompanied by Timothy Belk; must audition. Upon approval
both Winthrop music majors.
the student must then enroll in
The closing dance, "The Sur- the dance theatre class.
prise", was different because it
"I encourage all people with a
was an improvisational dance. dance background, to try out,"
Lunt stated that, "things like a Lunt concluded.
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Personal Messages
Plastic Amy, When are you
going to wear your pants again?
And tell Cathy to get a date by
eight on Friday. PSW

Sam B. You're a great little
brother. Keep up the good work!
Try to be punctual. Also try to
stay in South Carolina for one
weekend. Perry W.

Amy & Angie, Thanks for your Happy Birthday Rubena Dorch, Yanne Larsson: Want to work on
concern. By the way, do you Angie Green, Alison Hall, Sherri some international relations? A
King, and Mary Travis. Guess US. native
have any more zit cream?
Who?!
Warrant: 2 Sigma Pledges wan^
. Watson, Did you see that
Nancy Stewart- I'm looking forted for removing a sister's fur- Happy Birthday to Delta Zeta e | e phant? Haven't seen Lurch
ward to your performance
sisters
Susie
Harris
(March
4),
, a t e l y h a v e y o u ? Well> m a y b e
niture.
Minus
500
points
when
I
tonight at ATS. Break a leg! James Dedes: Now that you've find you! K.K.
Angie Green (March 6) and Tnsh yQU
j u s t g o t o ^ d . Lo Ve
had
the
"Ivy
League"
experienYour suitemate and No. 1 fan.
Waddell (March 8).
too,- Raise your hand.
you
ce
of
Harvard
and
Princeton,
Lori
doesn't it make you want to Sigma girls are the best and I
Kerry, So that's 10 hours com- S h a n n o n H t H o pe you have a
Darren-Beautiful shot- your TRANSFER? (hint, hint!) Just love you all. K.K.
Pared
to what could be a h f e l ^ s u p e• r - f a n t a s t i c week! Your
kidding!
Your
loving
sisterLD.
f . . U f T W . M L n k / Y i i l |4 T»
mom would have been proud!
full! Think about it. D
Secret PiKA Pledge
Love you, G Cone
Sigma pledges: Ya'll are wonderful
and
I
love
you.
Beth
Beth,
Scottie,
Laurie,
Stephanie,
Mike Clarkson, I wish I was still.
^ i n a : beware of toilet
and Teresa-I hear Key West Robbie M. Have a great trip to
.. just down the hall. I love you, brushes with long bristles!!
calling our names! It's going to
too! Becky Young
They could be dangerous. We Marcia, Campbell's Soup can be a great week with lots of sun, Ethiopia over Spring Break.
Bring me back a surprise. J.D.
love you! Leigh & All
suicide is not a good idea. Don't fun, men and the jacuzzi! I can't
try it again. Love- the ambulan- wait! Love, Sara
B.C.T. Those eyes... T.T.A.
Linda Ciesla and Amie BaimaTina- Get a buzz and get over it ce driver.
DSH- Next time the plumbers Who's green panties were those
Hey Lisa, I do exist! T.T.A.
because it allias. Love one L and
come,
please
don't
ask
them
to
waving
from an extension cord
one L.
Sigma Nu's- We're gonna have a fix the sink. It was the longest 20 out of that 5th floor Wofford
To Amy: Get over tha thanks
you guys I have to study and Julie B. You're the best! Love blast at White Star this minutes in my life!! EWA
window? Love, the Bratnapper
weekend! CF
let's party soon! We love you, your lil' sister.
Leigh and Ali
I sure do hope you're acting To the brothers of Sigma Phi Peanutbutter- You're groovy!
To Angie S.- Let's go cook some We want to apologize to Win- Sly,
like a girl today!!! Psst— are you Epsilon- Hope ya'll have a wild Get out of my window! Love,
corndogs at Carowinds and throp for acting like such im- awake! Love you lots- Miss and crazy Spring Break and I'll Groover
discuss comedians in the early mature jerks. We figure that Arrogant and Unreliable. P.S. be looking for you in Savannah
twenties. We love you, Leigh everyone knows what losers we When are we going to eat pizza on St. Patrick's Day. Love your
and Ali
lil sis, Sara
are anyway so maybe everyone again?
Kim B. What does B.G. stand
will overlook our personal
To Amy M.- Have you been to problems. West Thomson 3rd Joni, Do you smoke? Not today- Miss Piggy, How was your for? R.M.S.
A&P and bought 4 pizzas lately? floor losers: David Marke, Dean o.k., maybe tomorrow. Watch weekend? Remember, my room
Hope you didn't fall down. Love^ Kelly, Leonard, Kevin Dupree, out for that chair!!! What whip- is always available (with a small
M&M
Jay Costa, and Mark Braddern. cream? What's the beer bottle charge, of course!) Love ya! Foz- To Tim, E.B., Dean, Marc, Ty,
doing under the table? Love you, zie
Tommy, Dana, John, etc.- Have
Engleburt-alias Barry Manilow
a nice Spring Break. You're
I'll be sorry to see basketball David Marke, Panda and
Welcome back to Win- probably not going to party too
LT, I haven't seen you in a while. Kermi,
season leave us, but I'll be glad Present send their love.
throp. It sure is nice having you much! Take care, OSH & Tay
Your dinner is cold, it's been around
when I can wipe my butt with
again! B & D
toilet paper again!!! The general Kelly's Losers-Sorry you can waiting for weeks. Hope to see
you soon. Your normal, well- DSH, Congratulations on last To Holly, See ya in the city! I
concensus of 2nd floor Mar. Nan. only score on the field!
adjusted little guinzo Italiano week's abuse (to Fb.F). He really love! Tracy
Luke, Thanks for putting up friend.
Terri, I watching you "T"
deserved it "Mom"-EWA
with me! Good luck with elecRichard P. My a/c needs to be tions. I smurf you! Baklava Prin- Miss Piggy, Since we were gone
Varsity Cheerleaders: Thanks
this weekend and you had the
cleaned. What else is a little
place all to yourself, how did the Kerry & Russ, We've hired a for a great year! The memories
brother for? Keep up the good
Vance, G. Tech wants you back! "new" you work? We can make maid to come clean your of the hard work and fun times
work. J.D.
Go Bumble Bees.
arrangements for next weekend, bathroom next week. You'll have will always be with us. We'll be
too. Tune in next week for to supply her with the chisel. with you in spirit when you go
Perry W. The A&P parking lot
Sound like a good deal?!? P.S. for that national championship
just isn't the same without you. Banana Grant- You have a lively details! Love ya-Foz & Beak
Where's our beer? Love ya! B & next year. Love, Kim & David
Your purple polo goes nice with bunch of "coconuts".
Wats- Are you beaming yet? I D
my leather. You know who.
Bryan, How are the bananas don't think I will need any help
from the tatoo. Everything fits Bob Mercer: Where have you Hey Brigman- You ain't so bad.
Brett S. Good luck in the elec- down in Nigic land? Coco
perfectly now, no problem. been? Too good for us now or You ain't so bad.
tion! J.D.
Carla H. Have you eaten any How's the new conquest or what? C.
PiKA Little Sisters and pledges: peaches lately? Good luck with should I say old? He'll come
around. Remember
your
Thanks for all the help in Richard. Love, Yohan
Laura,
promise. Love ya, Sherlock
homecoming! What a team!!!
Thanks for being such a
H-O,
Sly,
WatsI'm
sure
glad
J J).
To the newest 3rd floor W.
"good" little sister- Love, Your
Thomson stud-puppy: David will Laura, Ashley, Melissa, Sam, I'm here. Munchkins just don't Big Sis.
To Libia, Franca and Suha, I'm meet you in the laundry room. Mike, Shawn, Randy, and fit in unless there are other
Phillip: Boston will never be the munchkins and honorary munstill waiting for my flowers. EdJeff, I hope you had a great Bir- same without us. I think we need chkins around. I love you all—
die
thday. March 1st. I didn't forget! to do something about South Munchkin No. 3. P.S. Thanx
Rue:
Carolina's credit rating. J.D.
To Pam R. You're my favorite Love Tammie
Thanks for being so underSigma pledge. Love always, Tim
standing Thursday night. You're
The concert was great, girls. Susan, Being a Big Sister this Mike Clarkson, Thought it was a super roommate. Love, Sue
B.
Congratulations!! Winthrop semester helps me to appreciate going to say something else,
Tricia, I had a great time at Dance Theatre! Love, Tammie even more all the effort, care, huh? Still wish the same
and fun that you put into making thoughts and still want you to
homecoming! I hope we can
T. Was the hall comformeet again real soon at Waffle Goosy and K.D., Thanks for my pledgeship exciting. Thanks know I love you, too! Becky Sue
table? A concerned sister
everything. I love you! Tammie for everything! Love ya, Felicia Young
House. PSW
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W.C. sponsors studies abroad program
By BRYAN W. ROBERTSON
TJ staff writer

Elysees and Tuileries Gardens. July 29- Via chartered bus,
While atop the Eiffel Tower you depart Aix for a seven-day lecwill have a bird's eye view of ture tour of the following:
Would you like to add more to Paris. Also, you can rove Burgundy (LaBourgogne) offers
your summer vacation than just through old Monmartre and visit some of the world-famous
a trip to the beach for a week or Notre Dune and Sucre Coeur vineyards tad mi—i— of Frantwo? Parlez-vous francais? Then Cathedrals.
e. Tour the Palace
of
take advantage of the Winthrop July 1- Depart Paris for Aix- the Dukes of Burgundy in the
College
Studies
Abroad En Provence via "TGV", the medieval city of Dijon, visit the
Program which will include a world's fastest train. For four Hotel-Dieu (medieval hospital) in
six-week span in various French weeks you will study at the Beaune and the romanesque
cities. Not only will you be able University of Provence in the cathedral of Tournus. Loire
to see the places you have read South of France between the Valley (chateaux district) will ofabout, but you will also receive Alps and the Mediterranean Sea fer you the chance to travel
six semester hours upon com- where you will earn six through the heart of France to
pletion of your studies. The trip semester hours credit in courses the noble Renaissance chateaux
is sponsored by Winthrop's In- ranging from intermediate of Chambord, Chenonceaux,
ternational Center under the through graduate levels. You Blois, as well as many others via
direction of Dr. Glen Thomas.
will be placed at an appropriate Vezelax and Bourges. Following
The program is open to level according to your demon- the tour of Loire Valley you will
anyone with two years of high strated ability. You will stay in return to Paris for a farewell
school French or one year of one of the new Residences Un- banquet at an unannounced surcollege French. You must be 18 versitaires of the University of prise location.
years of age or older, or 17 years Provence in Aix where each
of age with written permission person will have his own private August 5- Depart France for
from parents. You must also room.
your return flight home. For
have the recommendation of
While in Aix you will be given those who wish to remain in
your French teacher sent to the the opportunity to roam the France longer arrangements can
Winthrop International Center. streets and shops and stroll the be made.
Already, people ranging in ages cafe-lined Cours Mirabeau.
from 17-57 have signed up to go. Weekend excursions to the The Pi Delta Phi French
The cost of the trip is $2,200 French Riviera, including Nice, Fraternity has sponsored fundper person which includes Cannes, and Monaco are raisers to get scholarship money
round-trip airfare from Atlanta available. You may also visit the to help students get in the
to Paris, all around transpor- Roman ruins of Nimes, Aries program.
tation in France, room and and Orange as well as travel to For further information
board, 21 meals per week, the Camargue region and see and/or an application contact Dr.
tuition for six semester hours, the "cowboys" and wild horses. Judith Barban, International
group excursions, tickets for The university will also sponsor Center, Winthrop College, Rock L
theatre and concert performan- academic, athletic and social ac- Hill, S.C. 29733 or call (803) 323- f
2231.
ces, and fees for museum en- tivities.
trance. A $25 application fee
must accompany your apOPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK! 8 a.m.-lO p.m.
plication. Once you have been
notified of your acceptance, a
$175 deposit is due.
Dr. Judith Barban, a lecturer
of French at Winthrop, will be
AT THE
director of the program in France. She will be participating in
SALUDA SHOPPING CENTER
the first Winthrop faculty exOFFERS WINTHROP STUDENTS
change with a foreign institution. "There are a lot of exciting details we are able to
work out. I plan to work in a lot
ON ALL
of surprise activities and extras
WASH, DRY, AND FOLD ORDERS
that normally would not be a
part of the program," Dr. BarHANGERS AND DETERGENT FURNISHED
ban stated. She will depart for
ATTENDANT ONDUTY AT ALL TIMESt
France in April.

HORACE'S LAUNDRY
25% DISCOUNT

According to the Travel/Study
pamphlet the itinerary for the
program is as follows.
Atlanta lor a non-stop flight to
Paris via Delta Airlines. The first week of the Travel and Study
program is yours to visit such
places as the famed Louvre, Jeu
de Paume and Rodin museums.
The evenings may be spent at
the Paris Opera, seeing two
theatrical performances, and attending a concert, all of which is
included in your program.
Through organized excursions
you may also walk the Champs-

ma

$1.00

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS™

11.00 off an; 12~ pizza.
On. coupon p.r pizza.
Eip.ru 11045

Good taste-That's what
Domino's P a n la *1
•bout. Fraah. taste-tingling pizza M i m d right
to your door In 30
minutes or Ins. Just
catt. Mmmmmmmmmno problem)

324-7666
780 Cherry Rd

Our drtvars carry lasa
than $20.00
Limited delivery area.

"ffie Record Cellar
'Music \ 'ideas
Slice I Music - Folios a/id
Individual Sheets
( omplctc Selection of 11 bums,
(assclles and Accessories.
(oni/Hicl Discs'
]().<) M-S \'|

RE LAX M l I I I I

uiortv

R06K MILL'S

L0N0ESI

NAPPY
MIR
12*01 0JITIL I >00

MON. 9-UNTIL11. HAPPY HOUR WINTHROP. THIS ONE'S FOR YOU!

Coupon And
Winlhroj) I.I). Must
Be Presented HKIOHI
Sail',

m i . i I M»tr. - M ir. Ii Hi
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FREE EAR PIERCING
w i t h purchas* of oari-tags a t

Large selection to choose from

.If nt'ttullful

•

I •J

•••"RESEARCH

^ • ^ ^ ^ • s a n d S2 (or catalog
• B M o l ovar 16,000 topica to
• ^ ^ K g ^ ^ l a a a M your raaaarcft afferta. For into., call toftfraa 1-800021-5745 (In IIi n ^ H i llnol» call 312-822-OdOO).

SHOWS DAILY
7:IO-!fcOO

JUNGLE WARRIORS (R)

ONLY *5.88

Hue Jeuvlry

™

3030 Cherry Rd.
Rock Hill, SC
10 * Dally A Sat.
I'rii v:

Want Something Original?
Let US Design Your
Formal Or Wedding Gowns!
Starting At $65.00
Aim Offering Gmsullaniit For Alteration Meeds

Triple "E" Sewing Shop
516 Oakland Ave.
Rock HHI.S.C.
iHiMONFRl

Cinema

Auirw» Wtmrch. Am WON.
*o^» Pwbotn. cwc«#o. n. «oxa

SHOWS DAILY
TrWWfc.W

THE KILLING FIELDS (K)

ERELES NEST
327-6568
J*"

WITNESS (K)
:fc I tK»:05-7:1 IMh 15

TliFF TURF (R)
: WHI-SHI.V": I IMfc 15

NIGIIT TRAIN TO TERROR
• :fcl(K»:IO-7:JIMfcl5

Buy one Famous Eagle Burger
& get another one
Vi price
3/4-3/8 wilh coupon

MISSING IN AC TION 2(H)
The Beginning

Need Your Own Parking Place?
Winthrop Students
$2.00 With WCID

(.-all & a p p l y at
T h e E a g l e ' s Nest 327-6568

Hear Soviet Defector

TOMAS SCHUMAN
Tell How The "K.G.B."
Manipulates
Our Press. . .
And Hear His Recipe
FOR PREVENTING

NUCLEAR WAR!

• Friday, March 8, 1985 — 8:00 P.M.
• Rock Hill Law Center
120 E. Black St.
Rock Hill, South Carolina
•Sponsor: The Larry McDonald Crusade
• For Information Phone: 803/547-7451
• Tickets: $3.00 Advance; $4.00 at Door
$1.00 for Students

TAKE A BREAK
FROM WINTER BLAHS, |
, Send a SPRING bouquet
from Nancy's Flowers!
Also Available:
Balloons
Gift Baskets
Dish Gardens

Round trip. Anywhere Greyhound goes.
niissprinKhruak. il w iu ami v HIT frkmls anfnmi the datiMtf purchase'.
thinking ;ih tut heading |i i iht* sfc >pcs. Ik- lx;ich<ir
S<»this spring break, ial a real break. (k > anyjust IK MIK* f< IT a visit. < ireyh* HIIKI can take w HI there.
W4KTC (ireyt* (uiKl^oc-sfiir $ft"S < K k-ss.
n ir < Mtly $«:><*• k-ss. r< Hind trip.
r'cirniorl-infiinnalkm.call:
Just stKM'usvDurcdlk'^MiKk'iit I.I). card
Greyhound
• nr'
when>iiupurchasew>ur("ia-yh.wndticket. Y<wr
12QQ P, M a i n <st R».ir Hill
t kket will then he * *1 f< >r trawl fur 15 days
QOTQOOO
R o c k Hill
|I .-inln.«i|«»ihw

.«•-.(!* l>lu*jn»a*ui*r.M,nl£>aJI'<»>rl.>ii imhmll jrvla ,j»|
Offer efTi-cUvi- 2-1585 thru 6-1545.

FREE DELIVERY TO WINTHROP
II VI KIIKNKZKK HI).
HOI K IUI.I.S.C.

^(owers ^ &tc

GO GREYHOUND
And leave the driving to us.

1

THERE'S A
LITTLE IRISH
IN EVERYONE.
\

)
V* - 4 J
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